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Abstract: Defining computation as information processing (information dynamics) with information
as a relational property of data structures (the difference in one system that makes a difference in
another system) makes it very suitable to use operator formulation, with similarities to category
theory. The concept of the operator is exceedingly important in many knowledge areas as a tool of
theoretical studies and practical applications. Here we introduce the operator theory of computing,
opening new opportunities for the exploration of computing devices, processes, and their networks.
Keywords: computation; information; info-computation; computing device; operator; network;
computer architecture; composition
1. Introduction
The operator approach in computer science is, as we explain below, in essence similar to the
category methodology in mathematics, providing innovative tools for the exploration of computing
systems and computation.
The concept of a category was introduced by Eilenberg and McLane [1]. It was stimulated by the
discovery and study of relations between abstract algebra and topology. The main idea of the category
methodology is that the notion of structure-preserving mapping, such as a homomorphism in algebra
or a continuous mapping in topology, is in many situations more important than the inner construction
of mathematical objects when they are built from separate elements.
Traditionally, systems, in general, and mathematical systems, in particular, have been described by
their inner structures, i.e., elements and relations between them [2,3]. For instance, a group is defined
as a set G of elements with a binary operation over its elements, which satisfies axioms of closure,
associativity, and has an identity element and inverse element.
In contrast to group theory or topology, category theory suggested describing mathematical
systems by their structure-preserving mappings (see Goldblatt [4]), i.e., by their outer structures in the
sense of the general theory of structures developed by Burgin [5].
In a similar way, computing systems have traditionally been described by their inner structures in
the form of elements, components, and basic operations. For instance, a Turing machine contains three
basic components: the control device, read/write head, and memory (tape). The control device governs
the functioning of the head while the head performs transformations in the memory of the machine.
In contrast to this, operator theory suggested describing computing systems by their functioning,
i.e., by their pure external structures in the sense of the general theory of structures [5]. Namely,
a computing system generates a process of transformation of the input objects into the output objects.
This can be described within the framework of info-computation [6], which models information
as a structure and computation as information transformation, i.e., the dynamics of information.
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Each such transformation can be a process that consists of many steps of elementary transformations
of information structures. The data in this context are atoms of information, or the most elementary
units of information, which are building increasingly complex structures through the transformations,
that is, the process of computation.
Category theory of mathematical systems changes their descriptions by inner structures to their
descriptions by outer structures. In a similar way, operator theory of computing systems changes their
descriptions by inner structures to their descriptions by external structures.
In terms of operator theory, the system of all processes generated by a computing system Q is
described as an operator AQ, while each such process (transformation) is an application of operator AQ
to the input objects. For instance, a Turing machine operator describes transformation of the input
words into the output results by a Turing machine.
Operators can be used to represent important ontological features of reality reflecting theirdynamical
nature through a process when some objects act on other objects. Our universe exists in interactions
of its components and elements, while every interaction can be decomposed in separate actions,
each involving an operator.
At the same time, epistemic operators express the basic mechanisms of cognition, that is, the process
of knowing about the world and its ontology. Cognitive processes, such as search, selection or
recognition and learning, are performed by physical processes which can be represented by abstract
operators decomposable into simpler operators. In the context of epistemic processes, any cognizing
(knowledge-generating) physical system, such as a scientist, a measuring device, or a computer, is a
physical operator.
Given their broad applicability, operators are one of the most important tools in sciences.
In theoretical physics, both classical physics and quantum physics have operator formulations (cf.,
for example [7,8]). In mathematics, there is operator theory, which studies operators in Hilbert or
Banach spaces (cf., for example [9–11]). Operators are used in chemistry as well as in computer
science. In addition, operators are also becoming an important tool in information theory (cf., for
example [5,12–14]).
Computing devices are information processors, transformers, transmitters, and generators of
information. That is why in this work, we develop operator models of computing devices and study
their properties based on the ontological operator theory originated by Burgin and Brenner [15].
The operator approach has many advantages. For instance, why do physicists call functions from
one vector space to another by the new name operator? The reason is that in physics operators act
mostly in infinite dimensional vector spaces, e.g., Hilbert spaces. Such spaces have many advanced
properties. These properties are reflected in properties of operators, which become much more complex
and sophisticated than conventional numerical functions. Even more, new properties which numerical
functions do not have, such as the spectrum, were discovered in operators and proved very useful.
The same situation has become apparent in computer science. At first, operations of abstract and
physical automata were represented by functions, such as the transition function of an automaton.
However, processed data started becoming more and more complex and sophisticated bringing the
necessity of introducing operators to describe functioning of abstract and physical automata.
In quantum computation, transition to operators happened automatically because quantum
processes are traditionally described in physics by operators. For instance, a quantum circuit is
a system of quantum gates and each quantum gate is a unitary operator, which acts on states of
quantum systems.
However, even before emergence of quantum computation, operations in many programming
languages are called operators. For instance, in computer programs, one of the most familiar sets of
operators, the Boolean operators, is used to work with true/false values. Boolean operators include
AND, OR, NOT (or AND NOT), and NEAR. These (and variations, such as XOR) are used in logic gates.
Another class used in computer programming is formed by arithmetical operators, which contain +,
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−, × and ÷. Other types of operators used in computer programming include assignment operators,
which assign a specified value to another value and relational operators, which compare two values.
The reason for treating AND, OR, ADD, and other similar programming objects as operators and
not only as operations is that an operator is what performs data transformations and an operation is
the transformation itself. This distinction is explicitly exposed in the general model of an operator
introduced in the ontological operator theory [15].
Another example of operator utilization comes from parallel programming presented by Pingali
et al. [16]. A further practical area that brings forth utilization of operators for modeling, exploration,
and application is in biological and chemical computers and other natural computers addressed by
Rozenberg et al. [17] and Adamatzky [18]
One more theoretical area that brings forth utilization of operators for modeling, exploration and
application is the theory of structural machines of Burgin and Adamatzky [19,20].
Morphological computing is a model of physical computation that especially involves
transformations of a physical system, typically on a hierarchy of levels of organization, as argued
by Dodig-Crnkovic [6]. It involves transformations of information structures (including elementary
information structures—data structures), which are efficiently modeled by operators representing
information dynamics.
2. The Concept of Operator
In physics, an operator is a function over a space of initial physical states to the space of final states.
In classical mechanics, the movement of a particle (or a system of particles) is completely determined
by the Lagrangian or, equivalently, the Hamiltonian operator of a system.
Operators in classical mechanics are related to symmetries which reflect invariance of motion with
respect to a coordinate (Noether’s theorem). Thus, translational, rotational, Galilean transformation,
parity and T-symmetry, each is connected with a specific classical mechanic operator. Operators in
quantum mechanics are integral part of the formulation of QM. Thus, position, momentum, kinetic
energy, angular momentum, spin, and Hamiltonian are expressed as operators in QM.
An example from quantum physics is S-matrix (scattering matrix), which denotes an operator
that describes the process of transfer of a quantum-mechanical system from the initial state to the final
one as a result of a scattering. Taking the set of quantum numbers describing the initial and final states,
the scattering amplitudes form a table, which is called the scattering matrix S.
In quantum chemistry according to Levine [21], an operator is defined as “a rule that transforms a
given function into another function”. The differentiation operator d/dx is an example of operator that
transforms a differentiable function f (x) into another function f ´(x). Other examples include integration,
the square root, and so forth. Numbers can also be considered as operators (they multiply a function).
McQuarrie [22] gives an even more general definition for an operator: “An operator is a symbol that
tells you to do something with whatever follows the symbol”.
Operators are widely used in computer programming as well. For example, the Boolean operators,
AND, OR, NOT (or AND NOT), and NEAR, with variations such as XOR, are used in logic gates.
Furthermore, assignment operators, which assign a specified value to another value and relational
operators, which compare two values are widely used in computer programming.
According to the Techopedia [23], an operator in computer programming is a symbol that usually
represents an action or a process. An operator is used for manipulating a certain value or operator.
For example, in “1 + 2”, the “1” and “2” are the operands and the plus symbol is the operator. Common
operators in programming languages are =, ==, +, ++, −, /, *, >, <, etc.
The unified operator theory of Burgin and Brenner [15] provides the most encompassing definitions
of operators and related concepts. Here we use definitions from this theory.
Definition 1. An operator is an object (system) that operates, i.e., performs operations on, some objects, systems
or processes, which are called operands of this operator.
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This brings us to the following definition:
Definition 2. An operand is an object, system or process operated by an operator.
These definitions show that being an operator or an operand is a role and a characteristic of a
system/object. One and the same system/object can be an operator in some situations and an operand
in other situations. In a similar way, a system/object can be an operator with respect to some systems
and not an operator with respect to other systems.
Definitions 1 and 2 form the foundation of the unified operator theory [1], which can be specified
for a diversity of specialized operator theories, such as operator theories in physics and chemistry,
or the theory of programming operators.
Definitions 1 and 2 also express the fundamental dyadic relation between operators and their




This diagram presents an operation as a component of an operator triad.
The operator triad is a special case of the basic fundamental triad [5,24]. In the symbolic
representation, it has the form:
(Op, on, Od)
where Op is an operator, on is an operation, and Od is an operand.
To construct a general mathematical operator theory in some domain, for example, in the realm
of computations, it is necessary to organize the multiplicity of relevant operands in the form of an
operating space, i.e., the space that is transformed by an operator.
In this context, the key formal model of an operator Op also has the form of the basic
fundamental triad:
Op = (D, on, C)
where D = D(Op) is the domain of the operator Op, i.e., a space that contains all objects that are
operands of this operator on is the operation that the operator Op performs.
C = D(Op) is the codomain of the operator Op, i.e., a space that contains all objects that are results
of this operator.
Together the domain D and codomain C form the operating space of the operator Op.
An arbitrary operator A is not necessarily defined for all elements from its domain D(A).
The subspace (subset) of D(A) where A is defined is called the definability domain and denoted by
DD(A). For instance, taking a Turing machine T∅ that works with words in the alphabet {0, 1} but never
halts independently of its input, we see the domain D(T∅) is the set of all words in the alphabet {0, 1}
while the definability domain DD(T∅) is the empty set ∅.
In a similar way, the range R(A) of an operator A, i.e., the set of all elements that are values of A,
can be only a part of its codomain C(A). For instance, the codomain C(T∅) is the set of all words in the
alphabet {0, 1} while the range R(T∅) is the empty set ∅.
3. The Concept of the Information Operator
Different types of operators function in distinct operating spaces. For instance, operators of
quantum mechanics operate on Hilbert spaces.
Information operators work in information spaces. As there are diverse types of information,
operator representation demands different types of information spaces. According to the multiscale
taxonomy of information, Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic [25] differentiate among syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic information; algorithmic and descriptive information; and cognitive, effective, and
emotional information. In this context, each type of information has the corresponding type of
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information spaces. Here we should add that, according to recent results from cognitive science and
neuroscience, cognitive and emotional phenomena cannot be treated separately [26]. With modern
understanding of embodied, embedded, and enacted (EEE) cognition, emotions are an integral part of
a real-life process of cognition [26], which is based on information processing.
There are three basic types of information operators:
- Substantial information operators transform physical objects into structural objects, i.e., their domain
consists of physical objects while structural objects shape their range.
- Co-substantial information operators transform structural objects into physical objects, i.e., their
domain consists of structural objects while physical objects compose their range.
- Pure information operators transform structural objects into structural objects, i.e., their domain and
range consist of structural objects.
In all cases, structural objects are interrelated forming information spaces with various operations
acting on these objects. In what follows we mostly concentrate on pure information operators, the
domain and range of which are some information spaces.
While modeling computing devices by information operators, we treat operators as tools for
transformation and generation of distinct kinds of information, and call them computational information
operators. In the case of computing over information spaces, the most important classes of involved
information are syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information. This brings us to syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic information spaces, which are the most used operating spaces for computational
information operators.
3.1. Syntactic Information Spaces
Digital computing devices process information in symbolic form, transforming words of some
language. Consequently, it is usual to represent both physical and abstract, syntactic information
spaces as systems of formal, artificial or natural languages. This implies that treating these devices
as operators, we encounter operands of five types: separate symbols, words, texts, languages, and
families of languages.
In the case of natural computing that refers to physical computations (morphological, chemical,
cognitive, quantum, and other kinds of physical computation) we have physical objects that perform
computations. Molecules, for example, on which our brains perform computations, are not only
symbols as words of an electro-chemical language, but they are concrete physical objects as argued
by Alcami and El Hady [27] and Silver [28]. That is why emotions are part of cognitive process,
since cognition is not only electro-chemical symbol manipulation, but also embodied electro-chemical
material object manipulation [26]. There is a difference between the symbol/word and the object which
it represents. In our case, it is the difference between the classical Turing model of logical computing
machine type of computation and natural computation in the real physical world, elaborated by
Rozenberg et al. in [17].
Taking an abstract computing device such as a Turing machine, we come to the syntactic operating
space, which consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of a particular Turing machine. At the
same time, it is possible to take the space of all strings in some alphabet as the syntactic operating space
of a Turing machine. The property of the Turing machine is that it identifies symbolic representation of a
machine with a machine itself as an object in the symbolic world or symbolosphere [29]. That is the basis
of programmable computing.
Note that while the Turing machine is not a concrete/physical object, but a symbolic model of
computation, in our approach, the grounding of the concept of computation is achieved by allowing the
most fundamental model of computation being the physical process itself. It is similar to Rodney Brooks’
idea of AI without representation [30]. Philosophically, this points back to the symbol grounding
problem, which is resolved in AI through grounding symbols in embodied cognition of agents, based on
signals obtained directly from the physical world through sensors/senses.
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In the case of finite automata, it is possible to utilize syntactic information spaces of four types.
A syntactic information space of the first type consists of all symbols from the alphabet of the finite
automaton. A syntactic information space of the second type consists of all symbols denoting states of
the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the third type consists of all words from the
formal languages with the alphabet of the finite automaton. A syntactic information space of the fourth
type consists of all formal languages with the alphabet of the finite automaton.
The majority of abstract automata (computing devices) work with linear (i.e., one-dimensional)
languages. However, there are also abstract automata (computing devices) that work with more complex
structures. For instance, Kolmogorov algorithms work with arbitrary graphs [31], Turing machines with
two-dimensional tapes and two-dimensional cellular automata work with two-dimensional structures
while structural machines work with arbitrary structures, according to Burgin and Adamatzky [19,20].
As the result, operators representing different abstract automata (computing devices) have
different syntactic operating spaces.
Operators that represent Kolmogorov algorithms are Kolmogorov computation operators [31],
the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of formal graph languages, i.e., languages
the words of which are graphs, while the definability domain consists of all enumerable (recursively
computable) graph languages.
Operators that represent two-dimensional cellular automata, as shown by Codd [32] are
two-dimensional cellular computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection
of two-dimensional array languages, i.e., languages the words of which are two-dimensional arrays,
while the definability domain consists of all enumerable (recursively computable) two-dimensional
array languages.
Operators that represent structural machines are structural computation operators, the syntactic
operating space of which is the collection of structural languages, i.e., languages the words of which
are structures, while the definability domain consists of all enumerable (recursively computable)
structural languages.
Operators that represent Turing machines with one-dimensional tapes are one-dimensional Turing
computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of formal languages while
the definability domain consists of all recursively enumerable (recursively computable) languages.
Operators that represent Turing machines with two-dimensional tapes are two-dimensional Turing
computation operators, the syntactic operating space of which is the collection of two-dimensional
formal languages while the definability domain consists of all recursively enumerable (recursively
computable) two-dimensional languages.
3.2. Semantic Information Spaces
Semantic information spaces can also be distinguished based on different kinds of the semantic
theory of information. For instance, in the semantic information theory of Bar-Hillel and Carnap,
a semantic information space consists of possible worlds according to Bar-Hillel and Carnap [33].
Often a semantic information space is a conceptual space, as studied by Gärdenfors [34–36]. In the theory
of epistemic information, a semantic information space is a conceptual space [5,13]. In the semantic
information theory of Shreider [37], a semantic information space is a thesaurus as a system of texts
and semantic relations between these texts. Conceptual spaces studied by Burgin and Díaz-Nafríagive
one more example of semantic information spaces [38]. Utilization of semantic information spaces
in modeling of computing devices by information operators allows studying semantic aspects of
computation, computing systems and networks.
Natural computation, as it is presented by Dodig-Crnkovic in [39,40], involves different information
spaces. Indeed, if we talk of physical computation, we must start with ontology-epistemology
relationship with focus on the material properties of objects, instead of their logical properties. We do
not logically derive physics, chemistry and biology as computational phenomena, we observe what
there is in nature—that is, not a closed logical system, as Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic [41] argued
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in the article describing the shift from the closed classical algorithmic universe to the open world of
algorithmic constellations, where algorithms are physical/chemical/biological mechanisms as well.
Especially taking into account the whole loop from ontology to epistemology and back as implemented
in robotics, we notice that through the phenomenon of morphological computing, computational
control of the central controlling mechanism in the robot can be replaced by natural physical behavior
of a material of a robots body. For instance, passive dynamic walker robot walks down the slope
without any other control, but the physical properties of its body, anticipated through the knowledge
of its direct physical interactions with the environment as presented by Pfeifer and Bongard [42].
In case of natural computing/physical computing such as found in living organisms and
robots, information semantics defines the relationship between the physical world and its symbolic
representation or a behavior of a computational system. When talking about programming languages
semantics (and Turing machines is a programming language equivalent), semantics is evaluation of
the meaning of syntactically valid strings of symbols defined by a programming language, to the
description of the computation involved, that is computational behavior—so it is language mapping.
In the similar way as syntactic and semantic information spaces, it is also possible to introduce
pragmatic information spaces and pragmatic information operators. For instance, it is possible to
consider the space of goals with corresponding operations as a pragmatic information space. The space
of intentions is another kind of pragmatic information spaces.
4. The Concept of Computational Information Operator
Computation can be understood as information processing. Nevertheless, information
transmission or communication is typically not seen as computation, although it may be taken
as an element or part of computation. Computation is typically considered as having some input and
producing some output. However, Alcami and El Hady [27] describe axonal information processing
(where transmission of information proceedsfrom the cell body to the nerve terminal through an axon)
as computation. Shannon defined his concept of information based on a technical model of human
communication. Both computation and communication imply the transformation of information
(where transformation can be identity). Bohan Broderick [43] compares notions of communication and
computation and concludes that computation and communication are not conceptually distinguishable.
They may be distinguished with respect to a given system, so that computation is limited to a process
within a system (such as in the Turing Machine) and communication is an interaction between systems
or between a system and its environment (such as in interactive computing and natural computing).
Dynamics of information is defined as a general form of computation. If the physical universe
is an information structure, natural computation is a process governing the change/dynamics of
information. Information and computation are two mutually defining concepts as argued by
Dodig-Crnkovic [44], which are conceptually combined based on their complementarity, in the
concept of “info-computation” [25].
Thus, to specify computational information operator within classical model of computation, it is
necessary to delineate computation accordingly.
In the same way as there are varieties of concepts and frameworks for information, there are many
approaches to descriptions and definitions of computation, demonstrating that defining computation
is still an unsolved problem, as argued by Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic [45].
There are three levels of generality in understanding the phenomenon of computation:
1. On the top (most general) level, computation is perceived as any transformation of information
and/or information representation.
2. On the middle level, computation is distinguished as a discrete process of transformation of
information and/or information representation.
3. On the bottom level, computation is defined as a discrete process of symbolic transformation of information
and/or symbolic information representation in case of classical computation models. Alternatively,
in case of natural and unconventional computing, physical/chemical/biological/cognitive processes
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that are interpreted as computation or the basis for computational behaviors of physical systems
under consideration are at the bottom level.
It is necessary to remark that if we do not go beyond the bottom level and if we insist on
discreteness, we would lose continuous time computation realized by general dynamical systems of
Bournez [46], hybrid systems of Gupta et al [47], and special computing devices, such as the differential
analyzer of Shannon [48]; Moore [49]).
Computation is traditionally defined as transformation of information representation, see, e.g.,
Kelemen [50], where transformations can be discrete, continuous, or a mixture.
This definition of computation results in separation of substantial types of computation,
as explained by Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic in [45]:
1. Symbolic computation when information is represented by physically- or mentally-given symbols.
2. Material computation when information is represented by material objects, such as atoms, or
molecules of a biological cell, and can be continuous as there are continuous phenomena in many
branches of physics.
Typical artificial devices, such as conventional computers and calculators, perform material
computations, which represent symbolic computation that is in focus. The same process of symbolic
computation can be realized by different material computations, e.g., on different computers. That is
the case of universal or general-purpose computers, which are substrate-independent.
There is another type of computer, the analog computer, which is a model for a certain problem
that can then be used to solve analog problem by means of simulating it. In the analog computer
there is no stored program controlling its operation. Instead, it is programmed by changing the
interconnections between computing elements. This type of computation/information processing is
similar to the information processing in the human brain.
Quantum computation is either a kind of symbolic computation embodied in material computation
where symbols are represented by quantum states or an analog computation called quantum annealing,
which is an optimization of the cost or energy functions of complex systems utilizing quantum
fluctuations. This approach is used by D-wave computers, who recently claimed attaining quantum
supremacy with a 53-qubit superconducting processor [51].
It is sometimes considered an open question whether symbolic computation is possible without
material computation, even though the majority of researchers believe that there is no information
without physical representation and there is no computation without information as argued by
Szilard, Landauer, Swenson, and Lloyd as quoted by Karnani, Pääkkönen, and Annila [52].
Material computation is possible not only in computers as technological artifacts but in a computing
nature [38] as a whole. An example of material computation is all physical computation that goes on
in all kinds of physical objects, including living cells and living organisms. Neurons organized in
neural networks are the only living cells capable of symbolic computation. Ehresmann [53] presents an
info-computational model for (neuro-)cognitive systems capable of creativity built on several levels of
organization/abstraction.
At the middle level of abstraction, computation is a discrete process of transformation of
information and/or information representation reflected by results in three operational types of
computation as presented by Burgin [54] and in the taxonomy of computation and information
architecture by Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic [55]:
1. Discrete computation with digital operations performed in elementary separate steps.
2. Continuous computation when operation goes without breaks in time.
3. Piecewise continuous computation, combining discrete and continuous computation.
In addition, we have three temporal types of computation [54,55]:
1. Sequential computation, which is performed in linear time.
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2. Parallel or branching computation, in which separate steps are synchronized in time.
3. Concurrent computation, which does not have synchronization in time.
While parallel computation is completely synchronized, branching computation is not completely
synchronized because separate branches acquire their own time and become synchronized only
in interactions.
Existence of various types and kinds of computation, as well as a variety of approaches to the
concept of computation, shows complexity of understanding of computation in a holistic picture.
In what follows, we consider computational information operators that represent algorithms or
computing automata. Analog computing, which is not covered here, is presented in the section on
natural computing.
The concept of computation stratifies the system of operands for computational information
operators. Namely, if A is a computational information operator, its system of operands consists of
three components:
1. Input, or initial, operands
2. Processed operands
3. Output, or resulting, operands
In turn, output (resulting) operands are divided into intermediate, final and analytic outputs of
the operator in the form of an algorithm or computing automaton. Final outputs are the results of the
computation produced by the algorithm or computing automaton. Analytic outputs are results of the
computation, which are not produced by the algorithm or computing automaton but are determined
theoretically. As an example of this situation, we consider limit Turing machines, which were defined
by Burgin [54,56]. All other outputs are called intermediate.
With regard to outputs, computational information operators have three types:
1. Explicit computational information operators represent algorithms or computing automata,
which function so that the last output is final and/or it is identified by the algorithm or
computing automaton.
2. Implicit computational information operators represent algorithms or computing automata, which
function so that the final output is not always identified by the algorithm or computing automaton.
3. Analytic computational information operators produce analytic outputs.
For instance, Turing machines are represented by explicit computational information operators,
inductive Turing machines are represented by implicit computational information operators, and limit
Turing machines are represented by analytic computational information operators.
There is a variety of techniques for composition of algorithms and computing devices [55].
These compositions induce corresponding compositions of computational information operators.
The most popular of them is sequential composition, definition of which is given in Section 7.
Proposition 1. The sequential composition of explicit computational information operators is an explicit
computational information operator.
Indeed, taking two explicit computational information operators, we see that if the first operator
has a final output identified by the algorithm or computing automaton because it is an explicit
computational information operator then this output goes to the second operator as its input. As the
second operator is also explicit, in the case of producing the final output, this output is identified by
the algorithm or computing automaton. It means that the sequential composition of these operators is
an explicit computational information operator.
Proposition 1 means that that the class of explicit computational information operators is closed
with respect of sequential composition.
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At the same time, examples show that for explicit and analytic computational information
operators, this statement is not valid in a general case.
According to the results of their application, there are three categories of computational information
operators, which are defined by their results on valid inputs, that is, inputs such that application of the
operator gives results:
1. A single-valued computational information operator produces at most one result for any
valid input.
2. A finite-valued computational information operator can produce a finite number of results for
any valid input.
3. An infinite-valued computational information operator can produce an infinite number of results
for some valid input.
Deterministic computing automata and algorithms are represented by single-valued computational
information operators, while nondeterministic computing automata and algorithms are usually
represented by finite-valued or infinite-valued computational information operators. However,
nondeterministic accepting automata and algorithms are also represented by single-valued
computational information operators.
Finite-valued computational information operators are also represented by multiple computations
studied by Burgin in [57].
Proposition 2. The sequential composition of single-valued computational information operators is a
single-valued computational information operator.
Indeed, if the first operator is single valued, it produces, at most, one result, which serves as the
input to the second operator in the composition, which also produces, at most, one result because it is
also single-valued.
Proposition 2 means that that the class of single-valued computational information operators is
closed with respect to sequential composition.
Proposition 3. The sequential composition of finite-valued computational information operators is a finite-valued
computational information operator.
Proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3 means that that the class of finite-valued computational information operators is
closed with respect of sequential composition.
At the same time, examples show that, for infinite-valued computational information operators,
this statement is not valid in a general case.
Note that a valid input to two operators can be invalid for their composition.
5. Computational Information Operators and Natural Computation
An operator formulation of Info-computational framework and its application on
natural computation:
(Information State Final) = Operator × (Information State Initial)
In this case, the general structure (Operator, Operation, Operand) takes the form of the triad:
(Information StateInitial, Computation, Information StateFinal)
Burgin and Dodig-Crnkovic [25] argue that information in the world appears on a multiple scales
or levels of organization or levels of abstraction as well as in multiple dimensions.
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In natural computing or computing nature [39], the whole of the nature is seen as a network of
networks of computational processes on different levels of organization. Similarly, Zenil [58] presents
the idea of a computable universe with both ambition to understand computation and exploring nature
as computation.
The idea of natural info-computation [59] as a dynamics of information systems successively
connects and relates their information structures (states) and makes it possible for a cognizing agent to
get an idea about the information content of the world that gets revealed in the agent after sequential
processes of information transformation from the source to the receiver. In [26], Dodig-Crnkovic,
presents a framework of computing nature [39], where nature is regarded as a network of networks of
morphological info-computational processes unfolding through information processing for cognitive
agents. “Morphological” stands for a computing model based on information about the form or
structure of material system performing computation [6].
Natural computation is a process studied within a field of natural computing or computing
nature [39]. As elaborated in the Handbook of Natural Computing [17], it consists of three classes
of methods:
(1) inspired by nature for the development of novel problem-solving techniques (e.g., cellular
automata, neural computation, evolutionary computation, swarm intelligence, artificial
immune systems, membrane computing, amorphous computing, cellular computing,
molecular computing)
(2) based on the use of computers to synthesize/simulate natural phenomena (e.g., artificial life,
artificial chemistry); and
(3) using natural materials (e.g., molecules) to compute (e.g., molecular computing or quantum
computing).
Nature is increasingly modeled as computational i.e., information processing system in many
research fields, such as systems biology, synthetic biology, cellular computing, cognitive computing,
social computing, and morphological computing.
In two research fields of morphological computing—within robotics and a more general one that
Turing started with his morphogenesis paper, the relational character of information structures and
their dynamics makes it suitable for the application of operator formalism. Fields of application include
neuroscience, neurobiology, information processes in neurons and neural systems, bioinformatics,
computational biology, learning, memory, neuron, synapse, and biological information systems.
As mentioned, quantum computing is one of the important fields of natural computing.
Digital quantum computing uses quantum logic gates to perform computation. It has the advantages of
universality, scalability, and quantum error correction, but physical resource requirements to implement
error-corrected quantum algorithms are huge. Analog quantum computing (quantum simulation,
quantum annealing, and adiabatic quantum computation) is used to avoid the complexity of classical
simulations of many-body quantum systems which grows exponentially with the dimension of the
system. Feynman suggested the simulation of these problems by another fully-controllable quantum
system with a similar encoded dynamics. Utilization of different models of quantum computing
involving dissimilar quantum theories makes it an important problem to develop a unified operator
theory of quantum computing.
6. Computational Information Operators as an Efficient Tool in Computer Science
Let us consider advantages and possibilities opened by operator representation of computing devices.
First possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows formulating and solving
many problems about these of computing devices in a more general context of operating spaces
of operators.
An example of such a problem is the Definability Problem, which is called the Halting Problem
for Turing machines because definability for a Turing machine is equivalent to halting. In particular,
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according to the results of Church and Turing, λ-definable functions are functions that are “effectively”
(by mechanical methods) computable. Turing showed that the class of all Turing machines is equivalent
to the class of all λ-definable functions. This was an important step in recognition of Turing machine as
the supreme model of algorithm.
Let us consider the Definability Problem for operators.
Definability Problem. Given a class K of operators, is there an operator B in K such that for any
element x from the domain of operators from K and any operator A from K, B determines whether x
belongs to the definability domain of A or does not belong.
Second possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows constructing a variety
of operator compositions (operations) and developing new schemas of computation as well as new
network and computer architectures using operations with (a composition of) operators.
Let us look at two examples of such compositions.
Example 1. Sequential composition
Given two operators A and B, their sequential composition is the operator C such that C(x) is equal to
B(A(x)) when:
(1) A(x) is defined and belongs to the domain of B;
(2) B(A(x)) is defined.
Otherwise, C gives no result being applied to x.
Example 2. Disjunctive parallel composition
Given two operators A and B, their disjunctive parallel composition is the operator H such that the result of
application of D to any operand u is performed so that A and B are applied to u at the same time and D(u) = A(u)
if A gets its result at the same time or earlier than B; otherwise, D(u) = B(u).
Third possibility: Operator representation of computing devices allows efficient application of
the axiomatic technique for investigation of computing devices, algorithms and computations.
Let us consider a class K of algorithms (computing devices) and the corresponding class OKof
operators, which model algorithms (computing devices) from K.Here are some examples of axioms,
which characterize the class OK.
Totality axiom: For any operator A from OK, D(A) = DD(A).
Domain stability axiom: For any operators A and B from OK, D(A) = D(B).
Domain loop axiom: For any operator A from OK, D(A) = C(A).
This allows obtaining similar axioms for the class K.
Totality axiom: For any computing device (algorithm) R from K, D(A) = DD(A).
Domain stability axiom: For any computing devices (algorithms) R and Q from K, D(A) = D(B).
Domain loop axiom: For any computing device (algorithm) R from K, D(A) = C(A).
The axiomatic theory of algorithms and computations has been created and developed in the
context of functions [60–62]. The transition from functions to operators allows essentially expand the
axiomatic theory of algorithms including quantum and natural computations as well as algorithmic
functioning of structural machines [63].
Note that it is possible to apply these axioms to algebras of operators such as von Neumann
algebras [64] or Kleene algebras [65].
This was sufficient for computations with simple structures, e.g., symbols or words, with which
finite automata and Turing machines work. When computational structures become more sophisticated,
as in the case of quantum computers, morphological computations and structural machines, it is
necessary to utilize operators to represent computational media, computing devices, and computations.
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7. Conclusions
Operator representation of computing processes—both abstract and physical—allows the application of
mathematical operator theory to automata, algorithms, and computations. Even though all computation
is always performed on some physical substrate, including Turing computation that presupposes a
human computer with a pencil and rubber and a piece of paper, classical theory of computing does
not investigate its physical substrate and it is developed exactly to abstract from the detail of physical
implementation. That is how we can run programs on a variety of computational devices, from smallest
sensors equipped with some control to supercomputers and various networks.
Classical computing machinery that we have today is energy consuming, non-resilient, and it is
not very well suited for simulations of complex quantum systems or representation of the information
processing in the brain or in large and interconnected economic or social systems. Thus, we are
interested in not only general-purpose, substrate-independent abstract types of computation, but also
such computational devices that are dedicated to specific computational problems, such as quantum
computers or cognitive computational devices.
An interesting problem is to build operator spaces and to study operators in these different spaces,
which represent different classes of systems with different computational characteristics.
The present study demonstrates how to build a variety of novel operations with operators. At the
same time, operator algebras studied in mathematics employ only classical (standard) operations,
such as sequential composition.
This brings us to one more interesting problem of construction and explorations of operator
algebras with nonstandard operations, which, at the same time, may be a contribution to the research
in mathematics and in the theory of computing.
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